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Whimsical Halloween, by Molly Harrison, is the third coloring book in her Whimsical World series.

Featuring cherub type witches, vampires, fairies, kitties and other creepy-cute creatures, this

coloring book is sure to delight any Halloween enthusiast. This coloring book is intended for the

child at heart and kids (8 and up) and the illustrations range from simple to more complex. This book

includes 32 illustrations all printed on one side of the page only. Suitable mediums are colored

pencil, gel pen, markers (be sure to put a heavy piece of paper between the pages to prevent

bleedthrough). It is not suitable for use with wet media such as watercolor.
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Molly Harrison is an artist working from her home in northern California. Working mainly in

watercolor and ink, Molly has been creating art since childhood. Please visit The Fantasy Art of

Molly Harrison at www.mollyharrisonart.com for more information.

This is my second Ã¢Â€ÂœWhimsicalÃ¢Â€Â• coloring book by Molly Harrison. In this series, she

highlights little girls with cute round faces and non-existent noses. The girls have an adorable look

with their little eyes, broad faces, and fly-away hair. I did notice that a couple of the designs are

duplicates of those I have in my other book. I'm not sure about this first book in this series as I don't

own it.In this particular book, the designs are related to Halloween. There are witches, fairies,

mummies, pumpkins, owls, kittens, and so much more. I always have a lot of fun coloring these little



dolls and hope that someday Ms. Harrison will do a grayscale coloring book featuring them.This is

what I experienced while coloring in this book and using my coloring medium to test the paper

(which is typical of CreateSpace who is the publisher of this book):32 Cute Halloween Designs

featuring little girlsPrinted on one side of the pagePaper is thin, white, slightly rough, and

non-perforatedGlue BindingDesigns do not merge into the binding area and can easily be cut out if

you choose to do so.Designs have a double framing line around the outside to give the project a

more finished appearance and to save time and ink by not having to color the entire

background.Book opens fairly flat for coloring purposes.Alcohol-based markers bleed through this

paper.Water-based markers bleed through to a lesser degree with spotting more than a full bleed

throughGel pens and India ink pens leave colorful shadows on the back of the page. India ink can

bleed through if I use multiple coats or blending of two colors.Colored pencils work really well with

this paper. I can get good color with both wax and oil based pencils. I can layer and blend well using

a blending pencil. Hard leads such as Verithins can dent/score through to the back of the page.I

used and recommend the use of a blotter page of card stock or several sheets of paper under your

working page to keep seeping ink and dents from ruining the design below.

We looked everywhere for a fun detailed Halloween coloring book, and happened upon this one on .

It is indeed whimsical and adorable! The 32 images are one-sided, which is great. You'll find cute

vampires, witches, jack-o-lanterns, faeries, cats, mummies, etc. etc. The paper is decent, but you

might want to stick another sheet of paper behind any designs you color with marker. This book is

not as detailed as the coloring books like that of Johanna Basford, but are detailed enough to be

adult-friendly. I'll look for Molly Harrison's art in the future!

Such a sweet and wonderful Halloween book. The artwork is very whimsical and cute. I am loving

this sweet book! Paper quality is good and the art is fantastic. Printed one per page to reduce the

chance of bleed through when you use markers or gel pens. I would still use a bleeder page when

using them though.

Summary:"Whimsical Halloween" contains 32 full size illustrations and a title page. It measures 8.5

x 11 inches and is glue bound in a laminated cover. Featuring adorable black and white line

drawings, this book is appropriate for colorists of all ages and skill levels.Paper:The paper contained

in this book is bright white and similar to standard copy weight. All pages are single sided and

non-perforated. Most mediums will be okay to use, but markers will bleed/cause wrinkling and gel



pens leave a slight shadow(reverse is blank, so not a huge problem). Be sure to place extra blotter

sheets under your picture to avoid color transfer to any other pages.Artwork:As implied by the title,

the main focus of this book is Halloween. Inside you'll find pages of witches, ghosts, vampires,

pumpkins, cats, and more. Backgrounds are very simple where included and consist of a few

themed elements. Every image is surrounded by a thin double line border and ends before entering

the binding so page removal shouldn't be an issue. Detail and line weight remain consistent

throughout and print quality is decent(I did have a few messy spots in my copy). Completion time

should range from 3-5 hours(may be slightly different for each individual). Overall, this is a nicely

drawn book with simpler pictures. It would be best suited for colorists who enjoy sweet or seasonal

imagery.

Really sweet and fun illustrations. On the down side the paper is not very heavy and not perforated.

Also, if you have the first Whimsical World coloring book there are 3 duplicates, and there are 3

duplicates in Whimsical World #2. There are also one or two images between all 3 that aren't

exactly the same but extremely similar. The only thing I don't like about the illustrations themselves

is the eyes on a few of them, they look more evil than cute to me, an example is included in the

pictures. There are 3 pictures with no characters, just animals, but cute animals.

Cute Halloween coloring illustrations for all ages. I really love all of Molly's artwork and have been a

fan for some time. This coloring book has been a joy to color in - highly recommend it.

Fast shipping and item as described. Can not wait to start coloring in my new book.

Adorable drawings! Images are printed on one side (back side blank). Molly Harrison is one of my

favorite artists. I own all of her adult coloring books.
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